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Dear Dr. Knapman, 

¯ Re: Norma WINDSOR,~---~9.d~-~----i 
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Diagnosis: CLL 
Ischaemic heart disease 
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FBC: Hb. 13.3, WBC 23.0, platelets 271 

Mrs. Windsor’s white count has risen a little but I understand the dermatologists have currently got 
her on Prednisolone which has got rid of her rash. At the moment she has lost her voice and she has 

been told this is in some way related to her ischaemic heart disease though I don’t quite understand 
that and because she recurrently loses her voice, I would have thought an ENT opinion should be 
sought. However Mrs. Windsor thinks if we find anything else wrong with her, that would be too 
much. I have left it that she will contact you if she decides seeing an ENT surgeon is a good idea. 

She wished me to write to the surgeon in Southampton asking for her name to be pushed up the 
waiting list because of the state of her blood. I didn’t feel I could do this and said so because she 
has really non progressive CLL which in no way makes her case more urgent than others. She also 
asked me if I could arrange for her to have two teeth extracted within the hospital but there appears 
to be no particular complications with these teeth and I sent her to the dental clinic at Gosport so 
she could find the name of an NHS dentist locally. I got the impression that perhaps Mrs. Windsor 
felt I was being unhelpful but I thought my actions reasonable. 

We will see her in six months. 
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Yours sincerely,      i Code A[ 

Code A , 
DR. P. GREEN 
Consultant Haematologist 


